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Abstract—Nowadays, the topic of Big Data has received much attention from researchers. Because Big Data provides excellent analytics on a broad spectrum of data, data science is currently emerging as an interesting scientific discipline as a field of study comprehensively identified with the accumulation, administration, and examination of data. Business process mining is a process-centric technique focused on the mining of data and, for this reason, Big Data can be a big help for business process mining. In this paper, we will review Big Data and business process mining and present a model for mapping between Big Data characteristics and business process mining techniques. The mapping model has discovered that Big Data can help business process mining in different areas and open the door for more help.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Business process mining techniques are very useful for any organization in any field. The power of these techniques comes from the fact that they are based on fact-based data [1]. Most of the time, it is very difficult to know all the facts of a given situation. One of the most important reasons for this is the inability of current technology to host huge volumes of data [2]. In some fields, like health care, seismology, astronomy and finance, archive data is regularly deleted to save on storage space. This data usually contains much important information and so business process techniques are unable to work well without it. Even in fields that do not generate huge data volumes, they will, in the long run, have increasingly large event logs, which will eventually create performance problems. Machines, sensors, and surveillance devices generate huge amounts of data that are also frequently deleted due to the incapability of saving such a large volume of information. We are now approaching the Internet of things era. Business process mining techniques must be able to handle the huge amount of data logs these devices create in order to be able to manage the facts and correlate them efficiently, or they will not be able to work successfully. In addition to the volume problem, currently, data is restricted to the structured data type only in process mining techniques [3], but there are also lots of facts available in semi and unstructured data types. For these reasons, some efforts are being made to solve these issues by using emerging Big Data technologies. These efforts are scattered, disorganized and do not cover comprehensive views, and so they do not take full advantage of Big Data technologies for process mining techniques. In this paper, we will present a model that maps every characteristic of Big Data to process mining techniques. This model proves that Big Data can contribute a great deal to business process mining. Comprehensive discovery, accurate prediction abilities, visibility, efficiency, and flexibility represent the main advantages of the mapping model. This mapping model will open the door for using Big Data at different levels for business process mining and will maximize its use in business process mining. Future efforts should now be aimed at investigating each help track in detail to ascertain a practical implementation, especially as Big Data technologies are beginning to mature and become more available. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes Big Data definitions and characteristics, Big Data versus business intelligence, the Big Data life cycle, Big Data opportunities and challenges, and Big Data architecture; business process and business process mining; Section III describes Big Data and business process mining tools; Section IV reviews the previous work in using Big Data for business process mining; Section V will present the mapping model; and Section VI shows the conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Big Data definitions and characteristics

Due to the boom of generated data, Big Data has become a strong concern for many organizations. Current technologies, such as Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), data warehouses, and business intelligence, do not have the capabilities to support the Big Data business goal, which is to enable organizations to create actionable business insights in a rapidly changing environment [4].

In a book by Hurwitz et al. [5], Big Data is defined as the ability to deal with an enormous volume of divergent data, at the speed, and inside the time span to permit continuous investigation and response.

In Savitz’s [6] gave a more detailed definition as: “Big Data are high-volume, high-velocity, and/or high-variety information assets that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization”.

Watson [2] provided the most comprehensive definition of Big Data as: “Big data is a term that is used to describe data that is high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety; requires new technologies and techniques to capture, store, and analyze it; and is used to enhance decision making, provide insight and discovery, and support and optimize processes”. Big data is considered as the most recent era in the development of decision support data management [7].

Thus, from these definitions of Big Data, we can see that the main characteristics of Big Data are: volume,
velocity, and variety, also known as the 3Vs. The term volume alludes to the huge size of the data set, velocity demonstrates the speed of data movement, and variety refers to the different data types [8].

B. Big Data versus business intelligence

Chen et al. [9] stated that business intelligence and analytics fall into three categories: first, Database Management System (DBMS) structured content, utilizing traditional analytic tools via data warehousing, Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL), Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and data mining; second, web-based and unstructured content, utilizing tools in information retrieval, opinion mining, question answering, web analytics, social media analytics, social network analysis, and spatial-temporal analysis; and third, mobile and sensor-based content, utilizing tools in location-awareness analysis, person-centered analysis, context-relevant analysis, and mobile visualization.

The main differences between Big Data and a data warehouse are: Big Data is stored in a distributed file system rather than on a central server; the Big Data format can be unstructured or semi-structured rather than only structured data; Big Data includes real-time data as well as offline data [10]; Big Data comes from a variety of sources, including new data sources such as web data, social media, device logs and mobile data; and finally, Big Data is mainly used for predictive analysis. Hu et al. [11] made a comparison between big data and traditional data as depicted in TABLE I.

C. Big Data life cycle

There are some applied Big Data life cycles, but Hu et al. [11] stated that the most common Big Data life cycle consists of four phases, the first of which is data generation. Second is data acquisition, which refers to the process of obtaining information and is subdivided into data collection, data transmission, and data pre-processing. Third is data storage, which refers to the persistent storage and management of large-scale datasets. Fourth is data analysis, which leverages analytical methods or tools to inspect, transform, and model data to extract value. Figure 1 depicts these phases with exemplar technologies.

D. Big Data opportunities and challenges

Big Data has a wide variety of sources, from traditional transactional processing to processes that incorporate Internet data (e.g., clickstream and social networking), research data (e.g., reviews and industry reports), area information (e.g., cell phone information and geospatial information), pictures (e.g., observation and satellites), store network information (e.g., Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and merchant inventories), and device data (e.g., sensors and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) gadgets) which allow for many Big Data applications [12]. For example, by integrating a customer's profile with his habits, location and interests, which can be obtained from the Internet (e.g., Google, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and other social media), we can build tailored products, conduct customer sentiment analysis and provide targeted services [13]. Integrating the huge amount of patients’ historical data with medicine manufacturing data can help to provide personalized medication and gain insights into genetic and environmental causes of diseases [14]. Support companies can provide better services and improved troubleshooting, cyber security and uptime for their customers by monitoring recorded data from smart meters and machine logs [10].

In addition to retail, manufacturing, banking and finance, and healthcare, C. L. Philip Chen & Zhang [15], stated that Big Data applications also lie in many scientific disciplines, such as astronomy, atmospheric science, medicine, genomics, biology, biogeochemistry and other complex and interdisciplinary scientific researches. They also conducted a survey about Big Data benefits in the business sector, as depicted in Figure 2.

Big Data security and privacy are a big challenge. In addition, inconsistency, incompleteness, scalability and timeliness of the data are also challenges [16][17]. In a predictive analytics study in 2013 at The Data Warehousing Institute (TDWI) [18], a survey was made regarding the challenges of Big Data. It found that data integration complexity, architecting Big Data systems, lack of skills or staff, dealing with real-time data, poor data quality, and data privacy are the most important challenges.

Watson [2] stated that the clear business need, strong management support, the alignment of analytics strategies with business need, skilled people, the right analytics tools and fact-based decision making are the keys to Big Data analytics success.

E. Big Data architecture

The most famous software framework for processing Big Data is Apache Hadoop. For this reason, we will take it as an example to demonstrate Big Data architecture. The Apache Hadoop software library is a massive computing framework consisting of several modules including Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), Hadoop MapReduce, HBase, and Chukwa [11] as depicted in Figure 3. TABLE will briefly describe these modules. Chan [4] illustrated architecture for Big Data analytics and investigated Big Data innovations that incorporated Not only SQL (NoSQL) databases, HDFS and MapReduce. He examined running batch and real-time analytics using Hadoop. Its bidirectional association with conventional data warehouses and data mining analytics is depicted in Figure 4.

F. Business process

“A business process instance represents a concrete case in the operational business of a company, consisting of activity instances” [19]. Business processes have become progressively vital in numerous enterprises because they define the method for developing value and distributing it to customers [20]. Business processes are the key drivers behind three critical success factors—cost, quality, and time [21]. There are some well-known business processes methodologies, such as Six Sigma, Lean, BP Trends, Hammer and Rummel–Brache. The main elements of these methodologies are: (1) management and leadership, for describing how the processes will be managed, (2) process improvement, for describing the improvement process steps, (3) measurement, for describing how the processes will be measured, (4) learning, for describing training needs, (5) alignment with organizational priorities, for prioritizing process improvement projects, (6) continuous improvement, for determine how are
...graphical data. For example, in navigation devices, there is a link between the current reality and the models; they are not a static map, but a dynamic one that we use every day for understanding the locations of traffic jams, listening to directions, and estimating the remaining journey time. For this reason, using process mining together with traditional process documenting techniques will give more accurate results, as shown in Figure 5. Companies often use process intelligence, mining or analytics, and apply a variety of statistical and artificial intelligence techniques to measure and analyze process-related data [27]. The three types of Business Process Analysis (BPA) are validation, verification, and performance, which all require collecting and storing large volumes of process and event data [28]. In the following section, we will describe the well-known tools of Big Data and process mining.

III. TOOLS OF BIG DATA AND BUSINESS PROCESS MINING

A. Big Data tools

Watson [2] stated that the criteria to choose the right Big Data platform are: the applications that use the platform; the capabilities of processing the volume, velocity and variety of data; real-time or batch processing; people skills; and finally the implementation cost. As previously mentioned, Apache Hadoop is the most famous software framework for processing big data. It has the capabilities to process large amounts of data across potentially massively parallel clusters of servers (for example, Yahoo! has over 42,000 servers in its Hadoop installation) [2]. Apache Hadoop consists of client machines and clusters of loosely-coupled commodity servers. Hadoop has two main components: first, HDFS, which is the storage system and distributes data files over large server clusters; and second, MapReduce is the distributed processing framework for parallel processing of large data sets that distribute computing jobs to each server in the cluster and collects the results. There are three major categories of machines in HDFS: client machines, master nodes and slave nodes [29]. The client machines load data
into servers and retrieve results. The master nodes have two types: HDFS nodes (name nodes), which are responsible for keeping the directory of all files in the HDFS file system, and MapReduce (job tracks) nodes, which are responsible for assigning MapReduce tasks to slave nodes.

B. Business process mining tools

W. M. P. van der Aalst [1] stated that there are three main techniques in BPM, as depicted in Figure 6. The first is the discovery technique, which takes an event log and produces a model without using a priori information. The second is the conformance technique, where an existing process model is compared to an event log of the same process. The third is the enhancement technique, which covers or improves an existing process model using information about the actual process recorded in an event log.

The most commonly used tools for process mining are ProM and Disco. ProM is a generic open-source framework for implementing process. It is very powerful but complicated. On the other hand, Disco is a commercial product and is very easy to use, but it lacks some of the process mining techniques. In the following section, we will show the most important effort made for using Big Data with business process mining.

IV. PREVIOUS WORK OF USING BIG DATA TO CONDUCT BUSINESS PROCESS MINING

Traditional Business Intelligence (BI) and Decision Support System (DSS) tools require something more than
the use of mere historical data and rudimentary analysis tools to be able to predict future actions, identify trends or discover new business opportunities [30]. Real-time, low latency monitoring and analysis of business events for decision-making are required, but difficult to achieve [20]. It is a challenge to turn lots of event data ("Big Data") into valuable insights related to performance and compliance. Process mining with Big Data can do more than automate process discovery based on event data; it can also be used to answer a wide variety of performance and compliance questions in a unified and integrated manner, as shown in Figure 7. Transaction data and sensor data will enable new process mining applications to replace traditional analysis based on hand-made models [25]. Therefore, we should focus on a wide variety of different event data for mining. Process mining with Big Data will enable us to develop business processes that follow the right path in each situation.

Vera-Baquero et al. [32] introduced a business process improvement methodology for overcoming processing time and data size limitations by integrating process improvement with Big Data-based DSSs. The methodology is explained in Figure 8, and consists of five phases. The first phase is the definition phase, and it intends to not only identify and represent the business process that has a significant value to the organization, but also to have clear insight into the strategic management of the enterprise and a good understanding of the business goals being pursued. The definition phase involves four steps: (1) determine the scope and boundaries of the global business process (cross-organizational); (2) identify operational flaws within each single organization, including interactions between operational units (interdepartmental); (3) identify the level of detail that the global business process will be broken down into (level of sub-activities); and (4) develop process and activity tables. The configuration phase comes next and intends to prepare the analytical environment for receiving structural event data from the operational systems that will feed the DSS for later analysis. It includes identifying software boundaries and interdepartmental processes within business nodes, the selection of an event data format, the determination of instance correlations, and implementation of software listeners, along with a selection of metric and their threshold values. Next, the execution phase starts to capture the operational data and send business event data to the DSS. Finally, the control phase monitors and analyzes the outcomes of the DSS, and the diagnosis phase identifies deficiencies and weaknesses in the business processes identified in the definition phase. We use visualization to identify hotspots, or re-run event streams in a simulation mode in order to perform root cause analysis, among others. In the following section, we will present the mapping model, which map the Big Data characteristics to business process techniques.

V. MAPPING BIG DATA CHARACTERISTICS TO BUSINESS PROCESS TECHNIQUES

In Figure 9, we have presented the 3Vs characteristics of Big Data and showed how each of them can affect process mining techniques. The 3Vs characteristics of Big Data are volume, variety, and velocity, and they are considered the most important characteristics of Big Data as previously explained in this paper. These characteristics are mapped to process mining techniques of process discovery, process enhancement, and conformance checking; they are also explained previously in this paper. This mapping is very useful to discover how Big Data can help in process mining. We will explain this mapping in detail by describing each help track as follows:

1) Adequateness for discovery: in some application domains like the healthcare and finance sectors, it is impossible to preserve data for more than a year due to the huge volume of data generated from their systems. The same thing happens for data logs that are generated by machines and sensors. For this reason, this data is frequently deleted, even if it is very important, in order to save on storage space. However, with existing Big Data technologies, we can save this data and take advantage of saving it for the long term. In process discovery techniques, we depend on event logs to discover the business process model. So, a bigger event log will ensure that we cover almost all the cases that may happen in the system. The data volume will increase the accuracy of the process discovery technique.

2) Adequateness for prediction: there are very useful probability techniques that can applied to the event logs for prediction, for example, what-if analysis, and the decision tree that can be applied to predict the path of a business process. For this reason, the more samples we have, the more we can improve the probability techniques. In addition, prediction reports will be improved with the volume of data, such as estimating the completion date.
3) Visibility: Event logs cannot include all the desired facts for the business process model. Big Data technologies can help us to cover all the facts by looking at extra data that was previously impossible to analyze. Big Data can help us to look for semi and unstructured data, like social media, images, emails and competitors’ web sites, to feed the business process model with useful data.

4) Flexibility for efficiency: with increasing numbers of devices that are connected to the Internet, and the advent of the Internet of things era, it is very important to take advantage of these devices as much as we can. Because Big Data technologies can give us the ability analyze data in real-time by handling the huge data logs of these devices, this will help us to use these devices to increase the efficiency of the business process model. These devices can be used to extract the data from inside or outside the organization. For example, the business process model path can be changed in real-time as a quick response to use the logs of some meters like workload and inventory balance.

5) Flexibility for conformance: similar to flexibility for efficiency, flexibility for conformance can be achieved by enabling the business process model path to be changed automatically in real-time as a quick response to generated data logs from conformance devices. Temperature meters and surveillance are examples of such devices.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As we have seen in this paper, there are some uncoordinated efforts existing for discovering Big Data applications for business process mining, but they are not yet sufficient for covering the whole picture. For this reason, we have provided a model for mapping the 3Vs characteristics of Big Data to process mining techniques. The model will help us to bring all the applicable benefits of Big Data into business process mining. Adequateness for discovery, adequateness for prediction, visibility, flexibility for efficiency, and flexibility for conformance are the main help tracks shown in the model. In future work, these tracks should be studied in detail to ascertain practical help for business process mining using Big Data technologies.
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Figure 8. Business Process Analytics for Different Dimensions [32].

Figure 9. Mapping between Big Data characteristics and business process mining techniques.
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